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CRAIN’
Computer
methods also allow a significant amount of further
data enhancement
to be performed
at little additional
cost.
Mathematical
approaches
to estimating
regional trend and residual surfaces, continuations and derivatives are the most commonly used. This paper illustrates
such results
with numerous
examples
and charts the
data flow patterns
from data acquisition,
edit, reduction and display.
It appears that
judicious
data edit is the most important
factor in obtaining useful exploration
information from such computer systems.

The acquisition
of geophysical
data such
as gravity, magnetic and radiometric
information, especially aboard aircraft
or ships,
has necessitated the use of digital recording
equipment.
The resultant
mass of data is
most efficiently
reduced by the use of the
computer, and the state of the art now permits users to obtain reasonable agreement
between computed
and machine
methods
of display.
In particular,
contouring
algorithms have progressed to the point where
the quality of the results is satisfactory
for
most exploration
purposes.

the geologist
or geophysicist
for interpretation.
This in turn allows management
to
make decisions more quickly and with more
assurance.
In addition, the computer offers
new techniques in finding the more subtle
anomalies
and those masked by complex
geology.
This paper will deal primarily
with the
current state of the art of non-seismic processing, specifically
gravity,
magnetics and
geological well data reduction and present.
ation.
Since mapping and contouring
play
an important
part in the presentation
of
results, most of the examples
presented
here will be contour maps.

INTRODUCTION

As technological
development
increases,
the need to discover, develop and consume
our natural
resources also speeds up. A
seve~~e strain has thus been placed on exploration
companies from a resource and
manpower standpoint.
The number of easily found ore bodies and petroleum
reservoirs has decreased, but large reserves must
still be found every year to keep pace with
growing demand.
Over the past few years exploration
techniques have broadened
and more maSSiVe
volumes of data are being collected.
Most
geophysical
surveys, with the exception of
reflection
seismic, record data in analog
(continuous)
form but recently,
some progressive companies have started to record
in digital form. compatible with computers.
No matter which technique is used, more
and more companies are beginning
to realize that the computer can be a powerful
tool in the handling of these large volumes
of geophysical
data. The speed with which
data can be processed allows more time to
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Computer contouring has been around for
nearly 20 years and yet many geologists and
geophysicists
are skeptical
of the results,
the costs, and the ease with which data can
be massaged
by the machine.
This, in
many instances, is due to lack of experience
with the methods, lack of formal training
in computer techniques, and the normal re-
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luctance of the human species to embrace
In addition,
many have
anything
‘new’.
been stung by incorrect
or inexperienced
usage of these methods in t~he past and
don’t want to get involved again.
A more
subtle problem is the fact that the results
often contradict,
or at least modify, the impression gained from a first empirical
look
at the data. This applies to the qualitative
and quantitative
shape of both the contours
and the anomalies,
to the separation
of
anomalies from each other and from regional trends, and to the position and orientation of anomalies.
Only by becoming fami~
liar with the methods through
experience
and the literature
can this lack of faith in
the results be overcome.
I would recommend Harbaugh’s
“Computer Techniques
in Stratigraphic
Analysis”
(John Wiley, 1963) as an excellent
reference (especially Chapters 3 and 51 illustra~
ting methods and results.
For those interested in the mathematics
of the subject, a
paper entitled “Computer
Interpolation
and
Contouring of Two-Dimensional
Data a REview” by I. K. Grain published in Geoexplaration, Vol. 8, No. 2, covers briefly all apt
proaches to the subject and has an excellent bibliography.
The essence of digital processing of threedimensional
geophysical
or geological
data
is the interpolation
of a numerical
surface
from the randomly
positioned
data available after basic corrections
and reduction.
This surface is usually sampled at the inters
sections of a regular square grid, although
rectangular
or trigonal grids are also used.
Once in this grid form, the data may be
easily operated on to create new surfaces
(e.g. regionals, residuals, continuations,
de.
rivetives, isopachs, etc.). The surface is generally displayed in the form of a contour
map, although many other displays are possible.
The processing
sequence may be broken
into four relatively
distinct phases:
Data
formatting,
numerical
surface creation, numerical surface operations, and display.
In
order to enable users to evaluate a canti-actar’s capability.
let us look at what comprises a complete system.
The flow chart
shown in Figure 1 will be used as the basis
for discussion.

11 Dota Formatting
The many different forms of data presented to the system must he placed into a
common format after their initial reduction
(pre-processing)
since the numerical
SUP
face creation is a mathematical
process independent of the physical meaning of the raw
data. The data must also be sorted on Y
co-ordinates
within
X co~ordinates for the
proper functioning
of the gridding routines.
This sort and format are the functions of a
data preparation
program.
It will accept
data in almost any format as input and re.
turn as output a standard
DATA
FILE
format.
Naturally,
there are utility routines in the system to operate upon the
DATA FILE.
Transfer of the file from tape
to disc or disc to tape is usually necessary.
The contents of the file may be printer listed with a dump program.
Data records in
error or missing may be changed, deldcd,
or added to the Iilc with a data file update
routine.
If the data point locations are not
in X-Y co-ordinates, but instead in the form
of geographical
or survey parameters,
any
other routine must be used to calrulate
an
X-Y map position for every point and create
a new data file with this new location ins
formation.
A routine should be available
to provide
a statistical
summary of the distribution
of
the raw data points and recommend a grid
interval
parameter.
This scan may bc use
ful if the data are fairly
randomly
distributed such that a good grid interval is not
prc~detcrmined
by a regular data spacing.
2,

N~mc~icnl Swfnce Creation
Performing
the numerical
approximation
to the surface re,xesented
by the data for
a regular grid is lhe function of lhe next
major program.
The usual method used is
a piane interpolation
and fit that will produce a surface passing exactly through the
raw data values. This is a very critical part
of the processing, as it must not introduce
artificial
highs and lows and it must effectively handle edge effects at the boundaries
of the map area.
The result is called the
GRID FILE.
The facility
of handling
large grids and
large numbers of data points through
in
ternal segmenting
and merge operations
is
necessary but not many service centers have
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this ability.
In its absence, the data must be
manually
segmented
with sufficient
over.
lap to avoid ugly anomalies
at the joins.
Again, numerous utility routines are usually
available to facilitate
handling of the GRID
FILE.
The transfer
of grids from tape to
disc or from disc to tape is handled as in
data preparation.
Errors in individual
grid
“al”es may be corrected by an update program ai- a new grid may be created from
a subset of an existing grid. Alternatively,
a new grid may be created from an existing
grid by halfing the grid interval
and inter.
polating
new grid points between existing
““es.
Should data be already on a grid system
but not in the required format, it may be
reformatted
into a standard
GRID FILE
for processing
in the system by using a
program which by-passes the data preparation stage.
Once the desired grid surface has been
created many routines exist to perform mathematical
operations
upon the surface
values.
3)

N,rmericd
Surface Operations
Once a surface exists on a GRID FILE,
the user has many options available ta help
to extract all possible information
from his
data. A regional surface for the data may
be calculated,
either by evaluating
a user
supplied power series over a grid or by fitting some specified order least squares orthogonal polynomial
surface to the data and
evaluating
either all or some of the result.
ing co~efficients over the map area.
The
order of surface (i.e. the highest power of
X and Y) is usually from 2 to 4 to evaluate
regional dip and up to 8 or even 16 to evaluate more local anomalies.
The grid surface may be smoothed by a
moving quadratic
surface, a procedure that
is essentially
a low-pass filter and may be
considered to produce a regional surface if
the filter effect is large enough.
Such filtering
operations
as low.pass,
high-pass,
strike, continuation
and derivatives
may be
performed
by supplying the appropriate
coefficients to a ring operator program.
Filters of completely
arbitrary
shape and
weighting
may be designed.
Operations
on two sets of grid values
such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication,
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division or comparison can then be performed. For example, residual anomaly
maps
may be created by subtracting
the regional
surface from the raw surface.
In addition
to ring operator
and polynomial
surface
methods to filter data, Fourier analysis tech.
niques are also available.
This requires
considerably
more machine time and pro.
gramming
expense as well as a very knowledgable user, but results are more accurate
and have fewer spurious anomalies.
The last
gration of
in&! plane,
to a plane
be of great
tion.

option available
is usually intethe surface.
Volume to a bound.
surface area or projected
area
may be calculated.
This could
use in reserves~in-place
calcula-

Ilaving created his desired numerical surface by any means he chooses, the user then
has available
to him many display options
for either line printers
or automatic
plotters.
41 Displa?,
Certainly
the most familiar
and quantitatively the most useful means of displaying
three dimensional
surfaces in a two-dimensional plane is the contour map. A contour
map may be produced for the printer or for
a digital or analog plotter.
An extremely
useful facility
is the ability to produce contour maps in stereographic
pairs, which can
be a valuable
aid to geophysical
and gee.
logical interpretation.
The user may choose
to display his surface as a projection, either
in perspective
or isometric
views.
These
types of outputs can be very helpful
in
showing up trends and linears that may be
very hard to identify in an ordinary contour
map.
Linear
sections of the surface may be
taken with a cross section routine.
Profiles
such as these are very useful in determining
anomaly shapes and sizes and in calcula.
tions of such parameters
as depth to basement, body size and depth of burial, etc.
This program is also well suited to the display of well information,
as many horizons
may be plotted for the same section with
nearby well control being overplotted
on the
profiles.
The actual grid values may be posted on
the plotter. for error checking or hand-con.
touring.
A similar
posting
ability
exists
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t0 Output the values from the DATA FILE.
This again may be done for put’poses Of
error checking; however, the plotter routine
more likely will be used prior to hand con.
touring or for over posting upan a ContOUr
map to indicate
raw data locations
and
“idIES.
Finally, as an aid to location of anomalies
geographically,
a program should be available to generate upon a pre-posted Or contoured map or upon an Overlay, a grid of
geographical
co-ordinates.
The co-ordinates
may form a Universal Transverse Mercator
grid Or the major latitude-longitude
points
on the map sheet. Clearly. One doesn’t “se
every program indiscriminantly,
but chooses
a route through the system to optimize data
enhancement
consistent with the quality of
the input data and the processing cOst. In
order t0 make effective use of any of the
routines,
the input data must be house
cleaned and all basic geophysical
Or geological corrections
made prior to any attempt to contour or analyze the data. The
following
section discusses Aeromagnetic
and Gravity processing systems as commonly used in petroleum
applications.
AEROM*GNETIC PREPROCESSlNO
The digital
processing
Of aeromagnetic
data may also be conveniently
broken down
and discussed in four phases:
data recovcry, recovery
edit, error
correction
and
mapping.
These phases are basic to the
processing of all flight line Or discreet point
exploration
data. A flow chart of a typical
aeromagnetic
processing
system is shown
in Figure 2.
1,

Data

Recover?/

Three forms Of information
may be provided by an aeromagnetic
survey.
Firstly,
there is of course, the recording of the mag
netic value of the earth’s field.
This data
1s valuable Only if properly correlated with
the information
as to the position of the
flight lines along which the data was re.
corded.
For very accurate surveys. information will also be required On diurnal vari.
ations as Observed at a fixed ground monitor within the survey area.
The magnetic
field values are
presented to the system as digital

usually
values

sampled at a cOnstant time increment along
the flight
line.
The data values at this
stage need not occur at integer time values
but may be asynchronous
to the time (fiducial) count. Digitally
recorded values from
the field already satisfy this condition as a
rule.
Thus, the only data recovery proh~
lem, Other than recavery
Of bad parity or
lack of data on tape, will be transcription
of the data to cards.
Analog field recordings must be digitized at sOme convenient
sample
interval
before
transcription
t0
cards, by some semiautomatic
or manual
method.
The values on the cards need not
be the true field value provided
the true
field may be recovered by simple mathema.
tical operations
such as addition Or multiplication by a constant.
For card economy
UP t0 15 values may be transcribed
On One
card.
The position Of a flight line relative
t0
the rest of the survey is generally
recovered from a photo mosaic base map with the
knowledge
of the fiducial count for every
given photo cater
of the mosaic.
If the
true geographic position of these photo ten.
tres is not directly available,
they may be
assigned an arbitrary
X-Y co-ordinate posi.
tion relative t0 sOme origin and set of co.
Ordinate axis. Thus the position of a flight
path may be fully defined by ascertaining
the initial and final fiducial
values for a
line, its direction, and the fiducial cOunt and
X-Y position of several photo centres along
the flight path.
InformatiOn
as to the diurnal
variation
Of the earth’s magnetic
field may be obtained from the magnitude
of the fluctuation Of the field as recorded at a fixed
ground monitor.
In many cases, this variation is of such a long period that digitizing
of this record every several minutes will be
sufficient
to define the correction
required
to compensate for this effect.
The system
should not require that this monitor be digi.
tized at equal increments
in time, so that
only major inflections
of the record need
to be recovered.
2)

Recovery

Edit

Once all the
digital form, it
fully edited to
able errors in

data has been recovered in
is important
that it be careremove the almost inevitdigitizing
and transcription.
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Since the mapping phase is costly relative
to any other phase, reruns caused by COTr&able
data errors can make Computeiprocessing
of aeromagnetic
data uneconomical.
The magnetic field values may be edited
by either producing a profile of the line 01‘
by scanning
the line for point to point
variation
and proper number of readings.
This should point Out gross errors in digitizing.
Another
program
should scan the
data in standard digitized form for sequential variations
in the magnetic field exceeding 1110gammas or some predetermined
rate
of change and flag such values for possible
error.
If the data is synchronous with the
fiducial count, a comparison of the number
of points expected as calculated from Start
and end fiducials and the number Of data
points should point out missing Values.
The flight path recovery may be edited
by either plotting
the flight lines at the
same scale as the base map for OVerlaY
comparison
or by scanning
the fiducial
vah,es for proper sequence and the X-Y coordinates
for expected dir1 xtiox , and vatiante from linearity.
The diurnal data is composed of so few
readings that it is probably best edited by
hand.
3,

Error

Correction

Assuming that the data has been properly edited for digitizing
errors, there remain
three major sources of error in the magnetic field values.
These are errors due to
diurnal variation
in the earth’s field, headine error due to the relation
of the flight
line bearing to the gradient of the m%!netic field, and error due to instrument
drift
in time.
The first correction
program
caladates
the correction
required for the first tW0
errors.
It uses the digitized diurnal records
to estimate the diurnal correction required
at every photo centre, and adds to it a co=rection for heading error as a cosine function of the flight bearing and a user WCified maximum heading error.
A new Set Of
photo centre position data will be created
with this correction appended that may be
used as inwt to the next stage.
Instrument
drift will generally be seen as
a difference
in level between flight lines.

Far short flight lines the drift in a line
may be said to be negligible
and a bulk
correction
to each line may be applied to
bring the survey to a common datum.
If
more than one tie line is present the drift
corrections may be made on a time varying
basis to adjust the flight lines to the tie
lines, assuming
accurate
recovery
of the
tie line-flight
line intersections.
Estimation
of level corrections
in the abSenCe Of accurate tie line information
reqUires that the unlevelled data be processed
through the mapping phase to a rough grid
and contour map. From this map a region
Of low magnetic gradient crossing all lines
OI‘ Several regions
covering
overlapping
groups of lines may be chosen. Given these
regions, profiles perpendicular
to the flight
lines through
the low gradient
may be
platted.
If these show oscillation
across
flight lines due to levelling
error, then the
difference
between the smoothed and plotted profile at flight line intersections
is used
as the level correction.
Another method is to visually smooth and
produce a n?gional contour in the low gradient areas.
The point of intersection
of
this contour with flight lines may be found
f ram a flight path plot overlay.
Referrinrz
to these points on profiles. the difference b&
tween the regional contour and the profile
value become the levelling
correction
far
the line. This is not advisable in areas of
high gradients.
If good tie line information
is available,
a least squares
network
adjustment
at
flight path intersections
can be computed
and used as the level correction.
Once the
required corrections
have been calculated,
the magnetic data and positional
information is re-formatted
into One common form
for input to the time to distance conversion
program.
This will input the raw magnetic
data,
photo centre positions and corrections
and
bulk line level corrections.
The corrections
will be applied
(interpolated
from photo
centre
corrections)
and X-Y co-ordinate
positions assigned to each magnetic
value
and a formatted
tape produced.
This output tape is then ready to enter the mapping
phase of aeromagnetic
processing.
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Mapping

The functions of the mapping phase are to
interpolate
the randomly
(almost)
distributed data onto a regular grid, if desired
perform operations such as two dimensional
filtering
or surface operations,
and output
the data in the form of a contour map,
using the mapping
system previously
described.
GRAVITY PREPROCESSING

Basic gravity
data processing to evaluate the Bouguer anomaly is well document.
ed. However, a file oriented system incorporating these calculations
with output compatible with a standard gridding, contouring
and evaluation
system is not always available.
A flow chart of such .a system is
shown as Figure 3.
In a typical system, the Bouguer anomaly
is calculated first, in the following
steps:
1) Drift
correct
elevation
data from
barometric
readings or loop tie verti.
cal survey data.
2) Calculate
latitude
and longitude
of
stations from survey data.
3) Build data file of raw data (meter
readings,
barometric
readings,
loca.
tion co-ordinates,
time, station Num.
her).
4) Using known base stations apply drift
correction
to gravity
data.
5) Calculate and apply meter corrections,
latitude corrections,
elevation
corrections (water depth and Eotvos corrections if data from ship borne SUP
WY).
6) Output to data file.
From there, various utility routines must
be available to print results by loops or by
station numbers,
to update a file or abstract a portion of a file, and to change the
Bouguer density without
recomputing
the
entire survey.
Terrain corrections may be necessary and
this may be facilitated
by the computer in
one of two ways. One approach is to enter
the elevations of each segment of the Ham.
mer chart for each station and allow the
computer to calculate, sum, and apply the
terrain effect of all segments.
This method
is the cheapest and most effective
if sta.
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is far apart (eg. 4
control is poor.

6 km),

Where elevation control is very good and
station spacing is close (eg. 250
500 ft),
the method normally
used is to digitize the
elevation data on a grid about the same size
as the data spacing.
The gravitational
ef.
feet of each prism, bounded by the grid
lines, is computed and added to the Bouguer
value at the station.
Due to the number of
computations
involved, it may be necessary
to interpolate
a finer grid near the station
and group prisms together farther from the
station, to obtain a compromise between ac.
curacy and computing
time.
The output from any of these options can
then be entered directly
into the gridding
and contouring
system for displ,ay and analysis.
The most common results desired,
aside from the Bouguer anomaly map, are
Profiles perpendicular
to strike or anomaly
axis and regional and residual surfaces. The
profiles
are often matched
to synthetic
models by successive approximation
or else
an iterative
curve fitting routine is applied
which varies the depth, orientation,
and
density contrast of some postulated
causitive body until a reasonable fit to the observed profile is found.
There is no doubt that computer methods
in gravity data reduction can assist by pro.
viding accuracy, speed, and a master file
which simplifies
subsequent
work.
There
is no doubt either that unless the user is
very careful at the data collection and editing stage, he can eliminate all these advant.
ages by allowing
the programs
to operate
on erroneous data. Because errors are easily found and corrected
while computing
and contouring
by hand, it is sometimes
difficult
to get used to the idea that the
machine can’t do this. All it can do is flag
suspicious results and wait for assistance.
But, if the test for suspiciousness
is not
subtle enough. the test may pass erroneous
data, to be discovered later by the interpre.
ter as a rather “ungeologic”
anomaly
on
a final computer contoured map.
It cannot be emphasized enough that error
detection and correction
are the most im.
portant part of all these systems and cannot be done without intelligent
people interacting with well designed programs.
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EXAMPLES

This last section will discuss vatioUS examples with the view to showing the following:
1) Machine contour quality
is satisfactory for a great many applications.
2) Regional-residual
analysis using polynomial or smoothed surfaces can aid
in the identification
of significant
anomalies.
3) That just like manual
contouring,
every contour package will produce
slightly
different
maps, given the
same input data and the same control parameters.
The first example, shown in Figures 4, 5
and 6, consists of posted well top data for
one horizon, with a third order trend (regional) surface. and the residual after removal of the trend.
As we can see, the
regional dip is to the west-southwest
at the
rate of about 50 feet to the mile. The residual anomaly
map clearly
shows closed
highs and lows relative to the regional dip,
and if we refer to the posted map, most of

doto

the wells will be found an the up dip (NW1
side of these high closures.
If an explorationist intended to recommend another well,
it would be useful to have such a set of
maps to assist in picking the correct location. It is unfortunate
that the usefullness
of such a map is directly proportional
to the
number of wells already
drilled,
so that
when we need it most we can’t make it, due
to lack of control.
The second example is from a portion of
an aeromagnetic
survey.
(Figures 7, 8. 9,
10 and 11.) This is a highly complex intrusive in a fairly flat regional and in order
to look at small anomalies which may be of
interest a low pass filter was applied (Fie
ure 81 and subtracted from the data (Figure
71 to give the residual (Figure 9). Some linear features running
north-south
and the
east-west faults cutting them are more clearly defined on the residual, although
they
wet-e visible on the original map.
Other display forms such as the perspective view of Figure 10 and the flight line
profiles of Figure 11 are useful in visualiz-
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ing the total magnetic intensity surface, and
should assist in interpretation
by considering anomaly shapes.
The third example represents a portion of
a gridded gravity
survey of the Bouguer
anomaly.
(Figures 12, 13 and 14.) Again,
a regional surface was removed and a residual map reflecting
the closures on the regional was created.
The residual is only
2.0 milligals
so the d’ata reduction and editing prior to mapping were obviously important.
The remaining examples are included here
mainly
to demonstrate
the variety
Of re
suits which can be obtained from plotting
centers today. Figure 15 shows a dramatic
methocl of shading according to magnitude,
which can only be done on an electrostatic
plotter.
This is a very effective visual appreach, especially for management
presentations.
The same plotter can create conventional
maps of the style shown in previous examples.
Figure 16 illustrates
a “bad” computer
contoured map compared to a “good” map,
created from the same data with different
programs.
It was prepared very recently
during a test of computer mapping facili.
ties. The major criticism of the poorer map
is the angularity
of the contours.
The hand
contoured version, done some months prior
to the machine drawn map, is shown for
comparison.
Notice the subtle differences
in trending possible, and the resulting
personal bias. in the hand-contoured
case. The
bias may be an advantage
or not, depending on circumstances.
Besides the angularity, subtle differences
in the contours may
be caused by any or a,, of the following:
1)

Interpolation
methods, which includes
variables such as slope projection factor, octant search restrictions,
radial
weighting
factors, and so on.

2)

Grid intersection
location relative
to
data points (the user can specify an
origin or it can be found and position.
ed autonmtically,
but in a different
place, by different
programs
- the

interpolated
different).
3)

grid

values

Smoothing
method
smooth (oi- otherwise)

will

thus be

used
to
contours.

give

These last examples illustrate
that some
care must be taken to ensure adequate resuits at all times, since the “bad” map of
Figure 16 was created by a system which
can produce good maps in many cases. The
difference in the quality of results from any
one system depends to a large extent on
the intelligent
choice of gridding parameters
and also on the gradient of the data values.
Some systems are, as yet, incapable
of
handling large gradients.
CONCL”SIONS
We have come a long way in geophysical
data reduction,
analysis
and presentation
with the computer. but we have a long way
to go.
Systems must allow more interaction
at the edit stage to facilitate
easy and
rapid data correction.
Plotting
and contouring
must become faster and cheaper,
and more sophisticated
visual effects are
required.
In this area, the ability to post
data and contours without overlapping,
and
to annotate contours along
the curvature of
a contour are just becoming feasible.
The use of interactive
graphics terminals,
either to a dedicated mini-computer
or to a
large core super-computer,
will ease the
task of the interpreter
and permit the generation of quick-look
maps in a matter of
hours instead of days or weeks.
There is
no shortage of hardware to accomplish these
goals. It will require, through much effort
on the part of the suppliers. and patience,
understanding,
and financial
support from
exploration
companies to convert the current
pilot systems into full scale economic realities.
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